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PREFACE 

The 3ystem of Consultations is an instrument through which the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) serves as a forum for 
developed and developing countries in their contacts and discussions directed 
towards the industrialization of the latter countries. Participants in the 
Consultations include government officials, as well as representatives of 
industry, labour, consumer groups and others, as deemed appropriate by the 
Governments concerned. The System facilitates negotiations among interested 
parties, at their req~est, either during or after the consultation meetings. 

Benefits deriving from this activity include the identification of 
~bstacles to industrial development in developing countries; the monitoring of 
trends in world industry with a view to identifying action-orienLed measures 
for increasing the industrial output of developing countries; and the search 
for new forms of international industrial co-operation in North-South and 
South-South relations. 

Since the inception of the System l/ in 1975, Consultations have been 
held on the following industries and topics: agricultural machiner·•, building 
materials, capital goods, electronics, fertilizers, fisheries, food-processing, 
industrial financing, iron and steel, leather and leather products, non-ferrous 
metals, petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, small- and mP.dium-scale enterprises, 
th~ training of industrial manpower, vegetable oils and fats, and wood and wood 
products. The System brinrs together sectoral decision makers to deliberate 
on and propose concrete measures to accelerate the process of industrialization 
:n developing countries. It has generated many innovations, particularly with 
respect to technological alternatives, integrated development and contractual 
arrangements. The many opportunities thus provided have led to the implementa
tion of projects in technical assistance, investment promotion and technology 
transier. 

The Consultation process, by virtue of its consensual and normative 
character, has revealed itself to be an efficient vehicle for fostering 
co-operation. It is eminently suited to assist member countries in the 
formulation of strategies and policies for industrial development. 

The System of Consultations operates under the continuous and close 
guidance of the Industrial Development Board of UNIDO. In addition to under
going annual reviews and occasional progress appraisals, the System in 1989 
was subjeLted to an in-depth evaluation, which concluded that it was making a 
major contribution to the development and formulation of UNIDO policies and 
programmes in specific sectors thr~ugh integration and interaction with the 
other m~in activities of UNIDO. 

l/ See Report of the Second r:encral f;onference of the United .Nations 
Industrial Development Organization ( ID/CONF. 1/31), chap. IV, "The Lima 
Dec:lart.?tion :lnd Pian of Action on Industrial Development and Co-operation", 
para. 66. 
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INTRODUCTION 

l. The Regional Consultation on Industrial Rehabilitation/Restructuring with 
Special Focus on the Food-Processing Subsector in Africa was held at Vienna. 
Austria. from 12 to 16 NovembP.r 1990. The Regional Consultation was attended 
by 92 participants from 48 countries and 5 international organizations (see 
annex I). 

Background to the Regional Consultation 

2. The Industrial Development Board. at its fourth session. in October 1988, 
decided to include a Regional CQnsultation on industrial rehabilitation/ 
restructuring on a specific industrial sector for Africa in the programne of 
Consul t.:itions for the biennium 1990-1991. 1/ 

3. Preparatory work began with a review of UNIDO technical co-operation and 
other projects and of institutions related to the rehabilitation and restruc
turing of industry in general and the food-processing subsector in Africa in 
particular. Based on that a3sessment, the UNIDO Secretariat carried out a 
global study entitled "Industrial rehabilitation and restructuring in Africa: 
the case of the food-p~ocessing subsector" (IPCT.87/(Si:'EC.)). In addition, 14 
case studies were undertaken in selected English- and Fren~h-speaking African 
countries. 2/ Their aim was as follows: 

(a) To analyse the present situation of the manufacturing industries, 
with special focus on the food-processing subsector in Africa; 

(b) To assess the requirements for rehabilitation and restructuring of 
the subsector; 

(c) To determine policies and strategies to meet those requirements, as 
well as possibilities and practical modalities for implementing successful 
industrial rehabilitation and restructuring progranll1es. 

4. Also in preparation for the Regional Consultation, the Expert Group Meeting 
on Industrial Rehabilitation and Restr•1cturing with Special Focus on the Food
Processing Subsector was held at Vienna from 23 to 25 October 1989. It was 
attended by 13 participants from 12 African countries and l participant from 
an international organization. 

5. Based on the preparatory work and the report of the Expert Group Meet~ng 
(IPCT.104(SPEC.)), the following issues were proposed to be considered at the 
Regional Consultation: 

Issue l. Measures for thf> rehabilit:-ltion of enterprises in the food-pro1:essing 
subsector in Africa: 

(a) Role and present status of the food-processing subsector in 
Africa; 

(b) Approach lo industrial rehabilitation at the enterprise level. 

l/ "Report of the Industrial Development Ro<.trd on the work of its fom '11 

s~ssion'', 10-18 Ortober 1988 (GC.3/2), nnnex f, IDR.4/Dec.8. 

2/ The case studies are summe:1rized in ID/WG.lt99/l(SPEC. ). 
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Issue 2. National policies and 3upport action for industrial restructuring for 
the long-term profitability of the food-processing industry in 
Africa: international co-operation and financing for industrial 
restructuring in Africa: 

(a) Industrial stagnation in Africa: factors behind the decline 
and main reasons for reRtructuring; 

(b) Industrial ~~licy options and institutional reforms for the 
long-term profitability of the food-processing subsector; 

(c) International co-operation and financing for industrial 
restructuring in Africa. 
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AGREED CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6. The Regional Consultation, conscious of the central role played by food
processing industries in the economic and social development of Africa, con
siders it essential for the implementation of rehabilitation and restructuring 
prog1ammes to assign p~rticular importance to the following points: 

(a) In designing a rehabilitation prograJlllle, African countries should, 
based on a thorough assessment of the food-processing subsector, give due 
consideration to industries that add value to local raw materials. The 
emphasis should be put on plants that can most efficiently use the scarLe 
foreign exchange and other resources available for ~pgrading production and 
the performance of enterprises; 

(b) Governments should combine the plant rehabilitation process with 
industrial restructuring progrananes that will ensure dynamic growth, domestic 
economic integration and the provision of support industries and services. 
The rehabilitation of enterprises should be an integral part of national 
strntegies and plans for industrial de,elopment; 

(c) In order that industrial rehabilitation projects can be implemented 
effectively, the promoters should be involved in the projects from the start; 

(d) A diagnostic study based on a realistic assessment, carried out 
by professionals and taking into account both the technical aspects and the 
economic profitability of the operation, should te conducted before any deci
sion is taken to rehabilitate an industrial enterprise. 

Management: 

hsue L ... Mej;!.~Yres_for_ the_ reh~biUtatio_n 9_f __ en_t_u:1rrise.s 
in. tbe_ _fopc:l-p~ocessing suJ;ise~t:or iR Afdca 

7. The Regional Consultation reached the following conclusions: 

(a) Managers of enterprises are often appointed without due regard to 
their qualifications and competence. This has a negative impact on the per
form~nce of enterprises; 

(b) Public enterprises do not often attract competent managers because 
of low salary structures, a fact that would explain the shortage of skilled 
managers at all levels; 

(c) Corporate plans and management information systems are essential 
management tools that are of':en lacking in Africa; 

(d) The socio-cultural and political environment of enterprises affects 
the performan~e of managers; 

(e) Promoters are not often invoJve<l in the planning stage of irdustrial 
rehahilitJlion projects; 
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(f) Managers of both public and private enterprises are not given ~uffi
cient authC'rity and autoncmy to manage their enterprises effectively. 

8. The Regional Conb ·ltation reached the following conclusions: 

(a) Quality control measures are of crucial importance in the efforts of 
the food-processing industry to promote exports; 

(b) For the structural increase of productivity in small- and medium
sized enterprises, the following measures shou~d be considered: 

(i) The use of technology that would permit a flexible productive 
svstem based on local resources; 

(ii) The introduction of managerial techniques such as production 
planning, cost accounting and total quality control, which 
would ensure the manufacture o~ appropriate intermerliary and/or 
finished products; 

(iii) The standardization of production, which would permit the inter
change of spare parts and compone·.-1ts, improve the maintenance 
of equipment and machinery and prevent long delays when break
downs occur; 

(iv) The provision of training, mainly in production planning, 
inventory management and total quality control. 

9. The Regional Consultation reached the following conclusions: 

(a) The implementation of a successful enterprise-level rehabilitation 
programme requires training at all levels; 

(b) The national capacity of the countries of Africa in contract negotia
tion must be strengthened. 

10. The Regional Consultation concluded that food-processing enterprises in 
Africa faced the following problems: 

(a) A shortage of working capital; 

(b) A lack of medium- or long-term funds to finance rehabilitation 
projects; 

(c) High interest rates; 

(d) High inflation; 

(e) High indebtedness. 
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Exogen91,.1~ factors 

11. The Regional Consultation reached the following conclusions: 

(a) High costs and a shortage of factor inputs such as transport and 
energy have an adverse effect on the performance of industrial enterprises; 

(b) Government price controls ofter. negatively affect lhe profitability 
of industrial enterprises; 

(c) The high share of energy costs in total production costs is a source 
of concern since it inhibits the ability of African cowitries to compete with 
countries having acce8s to low-cost energy; 

(d) It is necessary to shape thP. policy <:1f n~tional Governments 
on technical information and eccnomic infrastructure so as to create an 
environment in which industrial enterprises can function efficiently. 

l;l~_<;Qmmenda t ions 

l'1_ana,ge1!1en t 

12. The Regional Consultation made the following recommendations: 

(a) Managers of public or private enterprises to be rehabilitated should 
be chosen on the basis of merit and of competence in management; 

(b) To at~ract competent managers to public enterprises, the salary 
structure or remuneration packages should be set at a com~etitive level, 
commensurate with the duties and responsibilities of the managers. The 
managers should enjoy sufficient authority and autonomy to be able to manage 
the enterprises effectively, following, where applicable, the directives 
given periodically by the boards of directors to which they report; 

(c) Workers, through their representatives, should be associated, at the 
appropriate level, in the management and operation of the enterprise concerned 
and should be motivated to improve productivity and the quality of products. 

PrQdµction 

13. The Regional Consultation agreed on the following: 

(a) Governments should make forei~n exchan~e available for the purchase 
of spare parts for food producers and shoul.l assist them in developing inven
tory systems for spare parts. They should also promote the establislunent of 
national or subregional units for preventive maintenance and repairs and for 
the m:mufacture of spare parts; 

(b) Managers should be sensitized to the need for regular preventive 
maintenance to avoi<l breakdown maintenance. Quality control equipment should 
'"'properly m;iintained :i11rl it.•: 11tili7.atin11 ~rp;itly exp;mdP.rl; 

(r) Terhnology, plant and equipmf:nt shoulrl be suiled to loc~l conditions. 
The plannit!~ of the capacities of produclion units and the selection of equip
ment ancl tedmology should t.h~refore lake into acco1111l local production 
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capacities and constraints with r~gard to raw materials, external supplies and 
ser:ices, markets and legisiation. The establistunent of applied technology 
centres should also be encouraged where they do not yet exist; 

(d) Attention should be paid to labour-intensive technology in the 
African context, and appropriate systems of incentive should be designed to 
reward the labour force. 

14. The Regional Consultation made the following recommendations: 

(a) Investment decisions, whether they concern new investment or invesL
ment to replace equipme·.1t, should be based on a prior feasibility study to 
demonstrate the financiil and economic profitability of the rehabilitation 
project; 

(b) Financing institutio3s and donors should adapt interest rates, 
repayment periods and grace periods to the particular requirements of a 
rehabilitation project to help ensure its viability; 

(c) As well as being able to supply the credit necessary fuL a rehabili
tation project, financial institutions should be equipped with the means to 
act as advisers to the investors and to provide risk financing for services 
such as studies and expert advice. 

15. The Regional Consultation agreed on the following: 

(a) The effort to integrate national markets into subregional and 
regionaI markets should be continued, encouraged and supported; 

(b) Communication and storage infrastruc~ures should be developed to 
favour and serve agro-industries; 

(c) The commercial success of the products of the food-processing 
industry, on both domestic and external markets, is close!y linked with 
product quality, conformity to standards and packaging. The marketing 
strategy of the food-processing industry should take this into account. 
African food-processing enter~~ises should therefore pay greater attention 
to marketing techniques in such areas as: 

(i) Advertising and promotion; 

(ii) Market research and intelligence; 

(iii) Packaging. 

Trainj.ng 

16. The Rcgiona 1 <!onsul tat ion ma<le the fol lowing reconunendat ioni;: 

(a) Jt is essential to improw~ thP. trninin~ of managers for both puhlir 
an1I private enterprises, since the success of an enterprise depends to a lArg~ 
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extent on ma1ugement capable of instilling the dynamism, seriousness a11d 
conscientiousness that are indisper.sable for the (.ffective running of t~e 
rehabilitated enterprise; 

(b) Management development programmes should be expanded to include 
middle managemm1t, with special attention be~ng paid to women; 

(c) Training activities in the field of marketing of products both on 
national an<l export m·,rkets should 1'c encouraged; 

(d) To strengthen the capacity l• national Governments in the area of 
negotiations, UNIDO should custom-des:t,;1 seminars on the negotiation of con
tracts and on the acquisition and transfer of technology. 

17. T~1e Ref,ional Consultation agreed on the following: 

(a) Intensified North-South as well as South-South co-oper~tion should 
be promoted to make possible the development of technologies oetter adapted 
to African countries with resp~ct to capacity, simplicity of operation and 
maintenance, flexibility and mobility; 

(h) South-South co-operation should give priority to standardization and 
quality control in the food-processing industry, thereby complementing North
South co-operation. UNIDO should support and promote such co-operation; 

(c) In the framework of South-South co-operation, arrangements should be 
made to encourage subregional co-operation between African enterprises in the 
food-processing sector, for example, partnership arrangements between African 
countries. 

Mul.t;iJa.t_ernl __ t,;:Q.:-ope_Iii_tio_n through in.t;em_C1t_iQ!1C1l or_gaoi~.iitiQQli.~- fo.11..a.rJJc.YJStr: 
UNID() 

18. The Regional Consultation recommended that UNIDO should, on request, do 
the following: 

(a) Help African enterprises lo draw up strategies and plans for the 
rehabilitation of enterprises; 

(b) Assist in promoting technologies for the processing and preservation 
of perishable and seasonal products, in particular versatile technology that 
c:an be used to process a rangP. of pn1d11cts. TP.dinology centres for the food
process ing industry should b~ s~t 11p; 

(c) Assist Governments in establishing a data bank on sources of produc
tion equipment for the food-processing sector; 

(ct) Support rehabilitation programmes in Africa in co-operation with the 
other competent organizations of the United Nations ~ystem, assisting in pilot 
rehabilitation proje~ts. The results of these pilot operations should be 
~.-irlf!ly rli:.scmin:-ilc<l by lfNffl() tn m:i:dmi7:r~ t.hrir· l>r:nr!fit in terms of lessons 
I '!:l rnerf. 
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{ssue 2. _ Na_tional policies and support action for indust:·ial re!:>trur.:turing 
for the long-term profitability of the food-processing industry 

i11 Africa: international co-9peration and financing for 
it~ct·.s_trial re.struct4rit!g in Africa 

Conclusions 

19. The Regional Consultation reached the following conclusions: 

(a) National policies in regard to industrialization do not takP into 
account industrial rehabilitation, which usually takes place without a~y 
realistic asses~mPnt having been made; 

(b) The failures of enterpri~es ?re very often due to the la· k of 
autonomy of the top manager~ and the inadequate qualifications of the 
supervisory staff; 

(c) The technologies selected often t.lo not meet the needs. Hardly any 
local ~apacity exists in research and rlevelnpmPnt, standardization and quality 
control; 

(d) The established financing mechanisms do not facilitatf' the 
rehabilitation of agro-industry; 

(e) Insufficient use is made of regional and international cu-operation 
in the implementation of rehabilitation projects; 

(f) The r0le played at the national and local levels by professional 
assocj3tions and organizations must be reinfor~ed and supported. No matteo 
how much the public sector is tempted to intervene in the day--v-d1y manage
ment of an enterprise, it should preferably perform a supporting and back-up 
function and ensure that all goverrn;1ent departments take a pcJsitive aLtitude 
towards the needs of the 2nterprise. 

Reconunendations 

Na~ional measur~s 

Po Uc ies 

20. The Regional Cons11ltation rer.ommended that the Governments rmwerned 
.sho11l d: 

(a) Consider the rehab~litation of ailing industdes ;rnrl restrur:t11ri11g 
as an inlegr;il part of 11atio11;il i11rl11sl.ri;1l df:velripment. pnlir·i,.~; and gi· .• , 
priodty lo t!H' r:oosolidalion of I.It•: •::-::ist.ing i11<111str·i:tl f;ihd··; 

(b) Cn:;ite ;iq environmei;t r·ondurive to private iriitiatiVf' l1y formulaling 
r:ohenmt anrl enduring rules for invf'stmm1ls in private mid p11hlic enterprises; 

(r.) C;irr·y out a thorough rirrnlysis hefr~r·i: selecting enterprises for 
r·f!h;iliililrition so as lo ;ivoid perpel11a!.i11g p;ist mist;ikes. fn this r:o11lext, 
;i "<>rnprchensivP cval11;1tio11 of lltf' ln11g-t···nn r·nrnm 1 •rr·i;il ·Ji;ibilily of pr1>i•~1·r.
~:ho11lrl he 1111derlakr:11, r:as1! hy r::1!;c, h.,rnr·,. :111y :1ddilio11al n~!W11rr·es ;1rr• 
:1llor·atr•d for !.he rf'h;iliilit;itio11 of tit,. •·11lr-rpri.sr:s r:onr.ernr~d; 

(d) Est;1hl ish der.Pntral izr.rl frw;i) point:; for derision-making, 
i11t·~gr:1ti11g al I the actocs invnl•1erl in ')ll':st1011s relriling to the 
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~ehabilitation and restructuring of agro-industries. To this end, socio
professional organizations should be encouraged to play a role of stimulation 
and co-ordination; they should also consult with the government authorities in 
order to determine the strategy to be applied on the basis of the specific 
needs to be met; 

(e) In the formulation of national policies for industrial re~abilita
tion, take into account all forward and backward linkages, ranging from inputs 
for agriculture, agricultural produce as raw material and industrial proces
sing and storage to distribution and marketing. For this purpose, a realistic 
assessment of demand remains an indispensable prerequisite; 

(f) Gradually phase out policies aimed at the protection of certain 
industries to ensure that these industries can continue to operate success
fully even in a competitive market en•.rironment; 

(g) Develop new legal structures, following technical and financial 
diagnostic studies, to make the enterprise more efficient. Depending on 
circumstances, projects may remain in the public sector (this would be the 
case with so-called strategic projects or those having important repercussions 
on local social policy), be entirely privatized, be contracted out under 
independent management contracts or become mixed public-private projects. 

21. The Regional Consultation agreed on the following: 

(a) In industrial projects connected with rehabilitation schemes, the 
legal syste;n for the public sector should guarantee management autonomy in 
their decision-making. In return for this independence, a high degree of 
accountability and transparency will be required. Remuneration, stability 
of employment, career development etc. should all be tied to productivity. 
Remuneration should be comparable to that in private enterprises; 

(b) The selection and composition of boards of directors, particularly 
those of public enterprises, should be governed by strict criteria: the 
membership should, severally, be competent in a number of fields and should 
possess industrial and management expertise. Where appropriate, recourse 
should be had to persons unconnected with the project, selected for their 
competence and independence; 

(c) Top managers, as well as middle managers, should be continuously 
train~d in the theory and practice of appropriate management techniques. 

'f e_~h.nolQZY 

22. The Regional Consultation made the following reconunendations: 

(a) Appropriate mechanisms should be established in African countries to 
bridge the growing gap between research and development capabilities and the 
technological needs of the food-processing industry; 

(b) Proven and well-tested technnlogy adapted to local conditions should 
lie employed in rehabilitation projects. The technology should be fully com
p~tible with existing machinery and equipment; 
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(c) National institutes of technology properly linked to industry to 
provide tech"ical back-up should be created or, if they already exist, should 
be strengthened so that they are able to assess and adapt technology options; 

(d) Packaging, standardization, quality control and certification should 
be an integral part of a rehabilitation or restructuring project so that the 
enterprise is able to compete in national, regional and international ~~rkets; 

(e) In technology transfer negotiations, the utmost care should be taken 
to ensure the adequate participation of local manufacturers and consultancy 
services. The training of national counterparts should be a priority and 
should be continually followed up. The greatest care should be taken to 
secure the participation in these negotiations of the producers or suppliers 
of the equipment, either as partners or as participants in the capital funding 
of the enterprise. 

23. The Regional Consultation made the following recommendatione: 

(a) In funding rehabilitation projects, both multilateral and bilateral 
financial institutions should leave the choice of technological options and 
equipment to the recipients of the loans; 

(b) African Governments should consider the following alternative 
financial arrangements so that their food-processing enterprises can be 
rehabilitated under the best possible financial conditions: 

(i) Profit-sharing/risk-sharing; 

(ii) Leasing with option to purchase the enterprise after a 
specified period; 

(iii) Debt/equity swaps; 

(iv) Joint ventures; 

(v) Loans, technical assistance and grants from multilateral and 
bilateral sources; 

(vi) Funds on concessionary terms; 

(c) In providing funds for rehabilitation projects, development finance 
institutions should take care to ens11re not only the completion of the project 
but also the functioning of the P.lllP.rpdse ;-is harJ been expected. r11 piirlir:u·
lar, they should earmark reso1u-r0t: for wnr·king r·;-ipit;iJ ;inrl it.<; foreign P.xrhiing0 
component at preferential interest rat .... -;. For this purpose, mechanisms should 
be proposed that will make it possible to attenuate the impact of fluctuating 
exchange rates and interest rates on the enterprise. 

International and regional co-operation 

7.11. The Hegional Consultation made thP. followi11~ rer<1mmenrlations: 

(;i) tJNTnn, in r.ollahoratinn with ot.h·~r· rrdr!v;int intf'rrrntion;:iJ 01~;i11i
:>:;itions .such <ts the Food anrl Agrir:11lt11n! Oq~;i11iz.:ition of the United N.:ttirms 
(FAO) and the African Development R<ink and with the support of donor r.01111·

tries, sho11lcl assist African 1:01111!.ries, fin;tJy, in formulating policies 
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and strategies for the rehabilitation of food-processing industries and, 
secondly. in strengthening support structures for industrial development. 
Such policies should be conceived in an integrated and global perspective. 
l'NIDO should ::ilso prepare a list of African enterprises that have had suc
cesses in the food-processing sector and consequently possess know-how that 
could be exchanged in the context of South-South technical co-operation; 

'~\ To enable enterprises in Africa to obtain the most suitable tech
nology and the best quotations for lhe supplies they need, UNIDO should 
<li~seminate its data on suppliers of technology, equipment and industrial 
inputs for the food-processing sector; 

(c) African regional and national institations for research and develop
ment, standardization, quality control~ packaging etc. should be utilized in 
order to promote the: creation of a suitablt: iust5 tutional environment at the 
national level at the lowest possible cost; 

(d) Contacts and ~xchanges of information oetween the socio-professiona~ 
org~nizations of African developing countries and those of industri~lized 
countries should be encouraged; 

(e) To ensure the long-term viability of the export-oriented food
processing industries of African countries, there must be access to inter
national and regional markets. With regard to regional markets, there is 
an urgent .• eed for Governments or, failing ':.hat, enterprises to define the 
conditions for interregional trade; 

(f) The rehabilitation of food-processing industries in Africa offers 
a wide range of opportunities for co-operation between African countries and 
industrialized countries, notably enterprise-to-enterprise collaboration. 
These opportunities should be used to introduce technology, machinery and 
equipment adapted to local conditions; 

(g) The international organizations <:oncerned with multilaterial assis
tance for the implementation of structural adjustment progrananes in Africa 
should take into account the need for African States lo develop and/or improve 
the physical infrastructure. The rational allocation of resources for this 
purpose would contribute to the integration of agriculture and industry. 
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I. ORGANIZATION OF THE CONSULTATION 

25. In the opening statement, presented on behalf of the Director-General of 
UNIDO, the Deputy Director-General, Department for Industrial Promotion, Con
sul ta~ions a.1d Technology, said that the Regional Consul tat ion would address 
the problems besetting the African manufacturing sector, which had been plagued 
by indus:rial deterioration and stagnation. fhe seriousness of the crisis was 
reflected in the underutilization of installed capacity by around 40 per cent 
in 1988 as well as in a sharp decline in manufa~turing value-added. That, in 
turn, had led to a substantial rise in unemployment and a sharp drop in export 
earnings. The Deputy Director-General identified the increasing gap between 
the need for imported inputs and the ability to pay for them in foreign exchange 
as one of the main reasons for the lover capacity utilization. Simultaneously, 
domestic production was being adversely affected by the collapse in inter
national co111Dodity prices and in demand. He then underlined the importa1.ce of 
the food-processing subsector: because it accounted for one third of all manu
facturing value-added in the developing countries and offered considerable 
employment opportunities, the food-processing subsector had been selected for 
rehabilitation and restructuring. He then remarked that a large number of 
African countries had become dependent on food aid and imports despite the 
large potential of their agricultural endowments. Projections indicated that 
by the yea 2000 some 40 million tonnes of food would need to be imported to 
the conti· ent. Therefore, in addition to the innediate causes of industrial 
decline, the problems of high costs, low productivity, expo~t failures and low 
lccal linkages to the rest of the national economies needed to be urgently 
addressed. The revision of industrial development policies in Africa would 
inevitably involve a marked shift to agro-based, small- and medium-scale 
industries by, in~~. creating conditions conducive to private investment. 

26. The main objective of UNIDO technical assistance in the field of indus
trial rehabilitation was to improve capacity utilization and productivity. In 
that context, the DepuLy Director-General remarked that the real challenge was 
to identify which enterprises were best suited to industrial rehabilitation. 

27. He concluded by stating that the basic aim of the Regional Consultation 
was to determine the most effective means of contributing to the long-term 
profitability of the food-processing industries. To that effect, some con
crete and action-oriented proposals were submitted for consideration by the 
Regional Consultation. 

St.at_ement: PY. U1e .Qj,_rec_t~n· of ~.!le SysteRJ. of Consl.11 tat:io11s.. Pi.vision 

28. In welcoming the participants, the Director of the System of Consulta
tions Division began by stating that the governing body of UNIDO had authorized 
the convening of the Regional Consultation because it recognized that the agri
~ultural sector was the backbone of the economy in the majority of developing 
countries. In consequenr:e, the UNI DO Secretariat had focused the preparation 
for the Regional Consultation on the key policy options and assistance packages 
to promote industrial efficiency and to suggest subsectoral and sectoral pro
grammes of action to renP.w the growth of African food-processing enterprises. 
The Secretariat's preparatory analysis of the situation had been submitterl to 
the Expert Group Meeting in October 1989. Jn view of the diversity and 
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complexity of the underlying problems, it was subsequently recOC11Dended that 
two key issues concerning corrective measures and policy options should be 
considered: 

(a) Measures for the rehabilitation of enterprises in the food-processing 
•ubsector in Africa; 

(b) National policies and support action for industrial restructuring for 
the long-term profitability of the food-processing industry in Africa: inter
national co-operation and financing for industrial restruc'~ring in Africa. 

29. The salient facts of those issues were to be presented by the Secretariat 
to stimulate discussions. In that context, the Director of the System of Con
sultations Division underlined the paramount imp<>rtance of identifying oppor
tunities where technological, financial and managerial experience and support 
could lead to meaningful co-operation in mutually beneficial industrial under
takings. In sh~rt, the crucial task was to establish valid and practical links 
between three fwidamental elements: agricultural production, processing and 
marketing. 

30. The Director then briefly described the System of Consultations. In 
recognition of the interdependence between industrialized and developing 
countries, the objective of the System was to provide a forwn in which 
representatives of industry, government, finance, labour unions, agencies 
and others could discuss, in an atmosphere of mutual respect, the problems 
and obstacles of a given industriai sector, with the aim of identifying the 
areas in which and the means by which internatiunal co-operation was possible 
and desirable for mutual benefit. Such a process was obviously enriched by 
the collective wisdom, experience and vision of the participants, whose 
recommendations and proposals were reached by consen5us. 

31. In that light, it was up lo those participants most directly involved or 
concerned with the promotion and development of the food-processing subsector 
in Africa to tell the industry and the international coanunity what they 
needed and what they expected to receive. 

32. The Director concluded by inviting the participants to avail themselv2s 
of the many opportunities offered by the Regional Consultation to establish 
bilateral and multilateral contacts aimed at fostering and facilitating col
laboration or technical assistance, investment promotion, technology transfer, 
marketing et<'. The UNIDO Secretariat could be relied upon to render any 
service that would foster those contacts. 

Presentation of the programme of the Industrial Development Decade for Africa 

:n. The Co-ordin<ltor for the ln<lustri;il DP.velopment OP.c:tde for Afrir-a (InDA) 
hriefed the Regional Consultation on lht> progranvne of the IDDA. He indir<ttect 
that the main objective was to r.ontribute to the promotion of accelerated 
self-reliant and self-sustained industrialization in African countries. To 
that end, the progranwne sought to provide a long-term perspective strategy 
that would bring about the basic transformillion of the industrial and 01 ·1er 
produr.tive sertors in Africa. It <llso sought tn lay il sound hasis for, and 
rontribute lo the establishment of. An inte~r-.,1ted strm:ture of core industr·ies 
lhal would be mutually supporliv~ and i•rovi(le inputs lo other industries and 
1->nmomic activities. The IDDA was prodaimed in order to focus attention on 
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and mobilize technical and financial support, particularly th~t of the inter
national connunity, fer accelerated industrialization in Africa. The first 
IDDA covered the years 1981-1990 and the second covered the years 1991-2000. 

34. The Co-ordinat~r stressed that food processing was one of the priority 
areas for the IDDA as it would contribute to the achievement of food self
suffic~ency and security. 

35. Industrial rehabilitation was another priority area by virtue of its con
tribution to the regenera~ion and revitalization of existing industries. Such 
rehabilitation would facilitate the expansion of existing installed capacities 
and the promotion of new investments. There ~as a need to adopt a dynamic 
approach to the industrial rehabilitation of the agro-food industry. Such an 
approach would ensure that rehabilitation went beyond solving the technical 
problems of ailing industries and that it provided the necessary inputs and 
impetus to industrial development as a whole. 

36. Tne Co-ordinator for the IDDA emphasized that within the framework of the 
IDDA, new approaches and concepts had been ieveloped to facilitate the suc
cessful implementation of industrial rehabilitation as part of the overall 
dynamics for self-reliant and self-sustained industrialization. Those 
approaches included the integrated development progranme, which emphasized 
and addressed industrial rehabilitation not only at the enterprise level but 
also at the subsectoral, sectoral and macro-economic levels. 

37. Those approaches and concepts made it possible to look into the whole 
range of issues involved, including fiscal, monetary and financial policies, 
as well as investment promotion, trade, raw materials and infrastructure. 

38. It was also emphasized that in the planning and implementation of 
industrial rehabilitation programmes, due attention should be paid to the 
nexus between industry and agriculture. It was widely recognized that 
sustained agricultural development in a country depended on the level of 
industrialization. Industry provided critical inputs into agriculture, 
particularly the production of food, while it also processed agricultural 
produce. 

39. Jn developed countries, 60-80 per cent of agricultural output was pro
cessed by industry, while in African countries that percentage was 10-20. 
During the second IDDA, from 1991 to 2000, emphasis would be placed on the 
industrial rehabilitation of agro-industry, particularly the food industry, 
and on the simultaneous development of input i1;clustries to support rehabil i
tation and overall economic development. There was therefore a need to ron
sider issue 2, which dealt with poii~i~s. bearing in mind that rehabilitation 
should not be addressed in isolation but as part of a package of measures 
gear-ed to promoting acc..eler-;.terl and self-sustained i11dustrializatio11. 

Introduction tc UNIDQ _tec;hnjcal co-operation programmes on in_dustrial 
r-ehabilitation and restructuring 

40. Rehabilitation, in its narrow sens~ of assisting an enterpr-ise to address 
a sperifir. prohlem in relative isolation from the r.omplex framewor-k within 
whid1 that pr-oble'll arose, had b~en ~ majnr ar.tivity nf UNIDO for a long time. 
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Indeed, it h~1d been estimated that rehabilitation accounted for more than half 
of all UNIDO technical co-operation activities. 

41. Technical co-operation activities where UNIDO provided assistance in that 
narrow sense covered the whole gamut of issues ami challenges that enterprises 
faced: from repair and maintenance to replacement parts and quality control; 
from standardization to control and measuring equipment; from management infor
mation systems through marketing to pre-investment analyses. 

42. There was, however, a new, broader approach that differed substantially 
from the olde1-, narrow approac~: 

(a) It was based on the und~, ,~andin< that what was needed was an 
intt:grated and multidisciplinary n .. tJroach to the whole problem; 

(b) Before beginning to create any new capacity, it would examine 
carefully the feasibility, from a financial standpoint, of rehabilitating 
existing plants; 

(c) It viewed the entelf'"'=>e in the totality of its national economic 
and sectoral environment, incorporating policy analyses as integral components 
of the whole; 

(d) It considered that training at all levels, from the level of 
enterprise managers to on-the-job training, should be an inseparable part 
of UNIDO assistance and co-operation; 

<e) It introduced elements such as energy audits and environmental impact 
~ssessments on the one hand and engineering support functions in areas such as 
product design on the other, as part and parcel of the total analysis and 
co-operation. 

43. The new approach necessitated adherence to a four-stage rr.ethodology. The 
first stage was a pre-diagnostic one, in which the country, sector and/or sub
sector was surveyed to identify the industrial enterprise that would be the 
most suitable candidate for rehabilitation. 

44. The second stage was the diagnostic stage, in which short-term reorgani
zation and rehabilitation measures were carried out. Once the diagnostic 
analysis was complete, investment promotion measures would constitute the 
third stage, with a view to assisting the enterprise to finance the planned 
rehabilitation measures. In the fourth and final stage of the progranwne, the 
h1~an resou~ce needs were assessed in detail. Such a methodology often serv~d 
as the basis for follow-up technical co-operation. 

/1). The UNCDO follow-up that wrrnlrJ in dfect he a fifth stage ot the progranvne 
could cover a very wide gamut of activities, some of which would be technical 
assistance from experts in industrial operations and technolopy; co-operation 
in the development of technology and the promotion of technology transfer; 
further training in all aspects of reh::ibilitation, from preventive maintenance 
through financial analysis to production management; ;--Jvice on sectoral anrl 
ter:hnological strategy anrl polir:y an~ nn general management; the appraisal of 
,:omplementary new investment projer:t.s fnr the expansion or diversification of 
el<ir.ting production or the r.rc<ition of u~w production; and co-operation in 
i11vf•stment promotion anrl in contracting and negotiation. 
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El~ction of officers 

46. The following officers were elected: 

Chairman: 

Rapporteur: 

Vice-Chairman: 

Chairman of the working group on 
issue l: 

Chairman of the working group on 
issue 2: 

Januarius Gaspar Mrema (United 
Republic of Tanzania), Head of the 
Food, Beverages and Tobacco Sector, 
Ministry of Industry and Trade 

Milkias Ieklegiorgis (Ethiopia), 
Deputy Genera! Manager, Ethiopian 
Food Corporation 

Hunaina Sultan Al-Mugheiry (Oman), 
Director of Industrial Planning, 
Ministry of Connerce and Industry 

Manga Sanyang (Gambia), Senior 
Industrial Economist, Ministry of 
Trade, Industry and Employment 

Georges Cancade (France), 
Secretaire general, PROPARCO, 
Groupe Caisse centrale de 
cooperation economique 

47. The Regional Consultation adopted the following agenda: 

1. Opening of the Consultation 

2. Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Rapporteur and Chairmen of the 
working groups 

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work 

4. Presentation of the issues by the UNIDO Secretariat 

5. Discussion of the iss~es 

Issue l: Measures for the rehabilitation of enterprises in the 
food-processing suhsector in Africa 

(a) Role and present status of the food-processing subsector in Africa; 

(b) Approach to industrial rehabilitation at the enterprise level. 

Issue 2: National policies and support action for industrial restruc
turing for the long-term profitability of the food-processing 
industry in Africa: international co-operation and financing 
for industrL:.l restructuring in Africa 

(a) Industrial stagnation in Afrira: factors behind the decline and 
main reasons for restructuring; 
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(b) Industrial policy options and institutional reforms for the 
long-term profitability of the food-processing subsector; 

(c) International co-operation and financing for industrial 
restructuring in Africa. 

6. Drawing up P~ conclusions and recommendations 

7. Adoption of the report of the Regional Consultation 

Establi~h.m~_12J working groups 

48. The Regional Consultation established two working groups to discuss the 
issues and to propose conclusions and recOD111endations for consideration at 
the final plenary. Manga Sanyang chaired the -;.-orking group on issue 1 antl 
Georges Cancade ~haired the working group on issue 2. 

49. The docwnents issued prior to the Regional Consultation are listed in 
annex II. 

SO. The report of the Regional Consultation on Industrial Rehabilitation and 
Restructuring with Special Focus on the Food-Processing Subsector in Africa 
was adopted by consensus at the final plenary on 16 November 1990. 
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II. REFORT OF THE PLENARY SESSIONS 

ls$ue 1: 1'._1~~surgs fo~ _ t_h.~ __ r-eb9l>_i!ita.t;j_9~_ of_ ~n ei:pris~_s _ i_n the foog-pr_oc~.s_si._og 

sµJ>.se1:t9!". iq_l\f ric.<.! 

51. The issue was essenti~lly to find ways and means of rev1v1ng agro-food 
enterprises that found themselves in difficulty in a competitive environment 
and of making them economically viable and commercially and financially pro
fitable. The aim was not just to increase and sustain agricultural production 
but also to promote rural development, so as to p~·ovide farmers with substan
tial incomes that would enable them to consume th~ industrial goods of their 
choice. 

52. An analysis of 204 agro-food plants in 2.11 African countries, which 
together had more than 70 per cent of the population of sub-Saharan Africa, 
confirmed that the African States, and UNIDO too, had every reason to be 
concerned. Of the plants studied, 22 per cent had stopped operating, 55 per 
cent were malfunctioning and only 23 per cent were operating satisfactorily. 

53. Various reasons had been put forward to explain these malfunctions and 
breakdowns. Often, although not always, the problems could be traced to one 
or more of three stages: planning, implementation or production. 

54. At the planning stage, many projects were set up without any realistic 
assessment of the potential markets, with the result that plants were often 
too l&rge. Proper consid~ration was not given to the selection of production 
processes, financial arrangements and locations, and they were not always 
appropriate. 

55. At the implementation stage, there were cost overruns resulting from 
delays in construction or in the acquisition of the necessary licenses; 
1.iachinery was often not properly tested before commissioning; and the training 
of manpower was simply neglected. 

56. At the production stage, inefficiency and unprofitability raised doubts 
about the reliability of plant management. It was fow1d that bad organization 
led to high production costs and inadequate quality control. A chronic short
age of spare parts and problems with maintenance went hand in hand .dth irregu
lar supplies of raw materials and shortages of working capital. 

57. Since existing industrial canacity in agro-industries in general and the 
food-processing subsector in particular was only partially uti I ized in sub
Saharan Africa, rehabilitation measures were ne~essary to bring about the 
necessary industrial transformation. Any progranvne to rehabilitate an enter
prise would have to reorganize production, restructure the financial situation 
and upgrade training at all levels. Rehabilitation was needed to make the 
enterprises more competitive in a changin~ econoffiic and political environment 
by lowering costs, raising quality, improving distribution and increasing 
financial flows. 

';8. UNIDO conceived the new apprnar.h rn this matter in the form of an inte
grated programme. Such a multidisciplinary approach was essential in that it 
examined the enterprise to be rehabilitated in its total environment. Reha
bilitation measures would have to be based on an in-depth understanding of 
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the causes and nature of a particular rehabilitation effort. Economic 
viability and financial profitability would be the two main criteria when 
enterprises were being chosen for rehabilitation. 

59. The goal of economic viability and financiai profitability would be 
achieved only if African iPdustry could obtain technology that was adaptable 
to local conditions and, more important. if it could provide itself with staff 
capable of selecting, assimilating and developing technology that was appro
priate to the circumstances acd thus capable of yielding the desired results. 

~O. From that standpoint, there were various opportunities for co-operation 
in, for example, training the work force to improve their production skills, 
not forgetting the urgent need for quality control of the finished goods, or 
training them in the use, repair and maintenance of equipment. Co-operation 
might also take the fcrm of part~erships witt associates who could not just 
provide the needed financing but who could also share their many years of 
hard-won experience in management, know-how, outlets etc. 

I~~µ__g____Z_;_ _N~tipnal _pQU_de__s and ~-PIWQrtn_C!C~ ion___{_Q.!': jp<Justd~l_ __rg~~ry~t_uring _fo~ 
!:.Ju~ _ _long=t~IJ!LP.!':Qf i tahlLin _Q_f the f QQc;l-1>_n'.)!:e.s__si_ng_in.dustry_j_n__ Af_r.ka_; ___ intfi-
n.<!tional_ co:-operati,9n_ ~nd _Ji-mmcing for i@µ_stri~l_ ~estr1,1C_t_u__r_:in_g in __ ,&.f r_i.e_a 

61. Issue 2 would concentrate mainly on the macroeconomic factorE required 
for the successful rehabilitation of th~ food industry, ensuring its long-term 
profit~bility. It therefore encompassed the restructuring of the economic 
network, the industrial climate and the fiscal and administrative measures 
under which the food-processing enterprise was to operate. 

62. Import substitution had been the major goal, thought to be achievable by 
measures that were highly protective of infant industries. However, infant 
industry status was often bestowed for an excessively long period. Industries 
had not been competitive for a number of reasons: insufficient qualified man
power at all l 0 vels; a lack of raw materials; neglected maintenance; inadequate 
physical and ins~itutional ir.frastructure; outdated technology etc. That had 
resulted in distorted development and a capacity utilization as low as 4~ per 
cent. 

63. In addition, Governments had determined prices for both manufactured 
goods and raw materials, leaving the managers of public and private enter
prises only small prof it margins. 

64. With regard to technology, mistakes had been made in the selection and 
procurement of machinery and equipment. Equipment to supplement existing 
equipment needed to be selected with great care. since it should be compatible 
with the machinery to be retainer!. For the smooth operation of the prorlur.lion 
pror.ess, machinery and equipment req11irerl maintenance. Parts anrl components 
needed to be replaced after som~ time owing to wear and ttar. The timely 
availability of spare parts had always been a proble~, often because of the 
lack of foreign ~xchange. 

65. Therefore, working capital required for the import of 
materials and packaging material should be made available. 
w~s important to provide foreign currency for the purchase 
~ttendance at training courses abroad etc. 

supplies, raw 
In addition, it 

of spare parts, 
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66. Another facto1· that was importan:. for the smooth functioning of a factory 
was the physical infrastructure of the place where it was located. A good 
transport system was needed because the row materials and end-products of food 
industries were highly perisha!.le. 

67. While the cultivation of agricultural raw materials for the food industry 
was sea.sonal, food processing and consumption, in general, continued year
round. The provision of storage facilities thi.,; became crucial. 

68. There was also demand for the services of specialized institutes such as 
quality control centres and standardization •mits. In Africa, research and 
development had to some extent been neglected. In that respect, the activities 
of national engineering consultancy ser~ices, which had the potential to become 
partners for research and production in the food-processing sector, should be 
encouraged and contacts shoulrl be established between all the parties. 

69. Fiscal and ~onetary measures should be less restrictive, and more 
incentives should be offered to unleash managerial and other talents. 

70. More emphasis should be given to inter-African co-operation, since many 
smaller African countries suffered from low capacities, small markets etc. 
Intra-regional co-operation in trade, communications, transport, power supply, 
banking and insurance would expand activity to the benefit of all countries. 

71. There should also be co-operation in telecommunications, information, 
marketing etc. Other areas in which there was opportunity for inter-African 
co-operation included engineering consultancy companies, research and develop
ment institutes and universities. 

72. International co-operation was needed regarding the transfer of tech
nology. African countries should have easier access to advances in technology, 
patents and know-how, which would improve the investment climate for foreign 
investors. 

73. Fir-ally, developed countries should not only provide advice, know-how and 
funds for rehabilitation and restructuring but also open their markets for 
products from African countries to assist them in their rehabilitation efforts. 

74. The view was voiced that the ownership structure of an enterprise engaged 
in the food-processing ind~stry had a crucial bearing on the conduct of its 
business. Subsidiaries of large multinational companies operating in Africa 
were not confronted by the same types of problem often besetting African enter
prises, parti~ularly those in the public sector. It was pointed out that a 
clear distinction had to be m~rle between increasing agricultural out~ut per se 
and incre3sing the capacity of the food-processing industry. 

75. Jt was stressed that external factors often played ~ decisive role in the 
development of food-processing industries in Africa. Tho.-e factors included 
access to suitable technology and to market intelligence, ~suallf not easily 
available to enterprises in the developing countries. Withlut the ben~f it of 
~:uch inputs, the convnercial or even the technical feasibility of most rehabili
tation projects could not be realistically envisAged. By providing those 
crucial ingredients, enterprise-to-enterprise ro-operation would contribute to 
the success of restructuring projects. 
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lb. The potential fc•r regional co-oper·atic>n in /dr·ir·a w:\s t\lllf~d. parti•·1il:11·!y 
with t·espect lo market-shar·ing; jPinL manut:\r·Lu:·iag units; cnllu:tive expert 
schemes; anti Lhe pooling nf n'sOtffces ft>1· n·.s··;>1·r-!1 :md developmt->nl, e11"'ir:•.·•·1·ing 
;:md consul tanry sen:i ces and planning ;me! m:m;u::ement cap;~h i Ii t i"s et<-. How
ever, :t numt•er nf [':tr·ticipants said tl1:tt th~ s':'l»r-tion of pr(•.i•'•:ts for reh;t
bilitatit•n sho:..i.d aJher·c tl1 rigcrous ecP1wmic and financi;il cr·iteria. lri the 
exper·ience of some, it was often mort> .tifti1·1dt LP justify the .1ltoc:ition of 
resotu-ces to r·ehabilitatinn projects th:m to st.1r·t 11p a new industrial prnie··t. 
That was particularly true in cases v.·here th•! initial unit had hail a less-than
sound economic footing, which was nPt rare in developing coun::.ri\:>S. 

77. It was noted th;it doetunent;1ticn suhw.ill•~rl tn the Regional Consnllatinn fly 
the llNIDO Secretariat had focused on the key :tspects of a diverse and complex 
industrial subsector and had contributed r~1c;:tivf:iy t•' the fnrmulation of 
concrete and effective reco!ll!llendations. The Lsue papers presented orally Ly 
the Secretariat were given special mention. 

78. On the question of low cap."1city utilization i1: the suhsector, it was 
pointed out that indications o' installed or name-plate ca pa:: i ty were of ten 
fic!..ic~ous or misleading and thus misrepresented lhe tn1e ope1·ational through
put 01 most plants. lfi many rases, the technology was obsol~t~ and <li~ not 
allow the plant to operate, even under· optimal conditions, ;;it or near its rater! 
capacity. Therefore caution had to bP exercised when comparing the operational 
efficiency of those plants with that of plants in developed co11ntries. 

79. An integrated and global approach that considered simultaneously the proh
lems of training, maintenance, appropriate tedmology, commercial viability 
etc. was j1~ge<l indispensable in rehabilitation projects. A possible method 
of achieving the above ob jec ti ves was sugges led. First, a comprehens i'.·e 
pre-diagnostic study of the enterprise to he rehabilitated should be carried 
out. That could be followed by the training of manpower to ensure the smoot.11 
operation and maintenance of the plant. Only then coul<l the most suitable and 
apprnpriate industrial processing options be df!fined, takiug into account 
specific local and regional requirements. 

80. The notion of "rehabilitation intelligence" was introduced: the judicious 
choice of ailing industries for rehabilitation was of i.;ararnount importance. In 
fact, many enterprises did not lend themselves to industrial salvation, since 
even after costly rehabilitation they would nut generate enough of a long-term 
cash flow to justify the capital investment anrl the allocation of arl<litio11al 
rcso11rces. 
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III. REPORT OF THE DISCUSSION ON ISSUE 1: MEASURES FOR THE REHABILITATIO~ 
OF ENTERPRISES IN THE FOOD--PROCESSING Sl'BSECTOR IN AFRICA 

81. The participants agreed on the importance of the rehabilitation of the 
food-processing subsector in Africa. They recognized that although managers 
in African enterprises had received training that met international standards, 
those same managers were not able to function efficiently after returning to 
their own country, despite having been successful in an industrialized country. 
In Africa, they often had to function in a less-than-transparent environment. 

82. Some participants stressed that that was more of a problem in public
sector enterprises than in small- and medium-sized private-sector enterprises. 
Tlae selection and appointmcat of managers must be done with care; it should be 
competitive and based on merit. The participants recognized that because of 
the low salaries they offered, public/state enterprises did not generally 
attract competent managers. The apprentice system would be one method of 
developing more competent support managerial staff. 

83. One participant said that expatriate managers were often given more 
favourable treatment by the authorities than were lo~al nationals. Attitudes 
had to be changed. 

84. There was a lack of corporate planning to guide the operation of an 
enterprise as well as a lack of management information sys'".ems to monitor 
and evaluate its performance. 

85. One participant stressed the need for the greater parti~ipation of workers 
in the running of an enterprise: they should be involved in all aspects of 
management, sharing in the difficult decisions as well as the easy ones. It 
was not conducive to efficiency if workers were told only when the enterprise 
was not working as it should. Many African food-processi.ng industries had no 
board of directors. 

86. One participant pointed out that there was a tendency to create over
lapping management structures, which did not necessarily yield the desired 
results in solving management problems. 

87. Some participants pointed out that the manager should be involved early, 
at the planning stage of the project, rather than later on. 

88. It was observed that entrepreneurs lacked education that taught them how 
to run an industrial enterprise: their experience had been gained mainly in 
the conunercial sector. One participant stressed that it was important to 
differertiate between the formal and informal sectors and indicated that the 
formal sector suffered from lack of qualified staff and management systems. 

89. Some participants stressed the importance of analysing ~il the relevant 
factors before making a decision to either rehahilitatP ~- close an enterprise. 

Pr:od1,1ct.lo11 

no. Ma~y participants mentioned the importance of setting criteria for the 
selection of technology that catered to local requirements and conditions. 
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There was a need to develop skills for negotiating the acquisition of tech
nology. There was dlso a need to exchange information on and experience in 
the production facilities available in Africa and on sources of supply and 
specifications for machinery and equipment. 

91. Some participants pointed out the lack of quality control, which was of 
prime importance to the food-processing industry. There was a need to ensure 
that quality control instruments were made available and properly maintained. 
They emphasized that not enough importance was given to maintenance, particu
larly preventive maintenance, and said that sometimes equipment was operated 
until it was no longer worth repairing or even able to be repaired. 

92. Participants agreed on the importance of South-South co-operation in the 
area of standards and quality control in the food-processing industry. Those 
efforts would complement North-South co-operation in the same area. One par
ticipant mentioned constraints in connection with South-South co-operation, 
such as language barriers and delays in the delivery of equipment and spare 
parts. There was a chronic insufficiency of spare parts. In that connection, 
many participants underlined the need for African enterprises to establish 
inventory management systems, which would involve a timely assessment of spare 
part requirements. 

93. Another participant said that labour was seldom really cheaper in African 
countries, although that was often claimed to be the case. It was necessary 
to take into account productivity when considering the cost of labour. The 
achievement of productivity targets could be linked to a reward system. 

94. Some participants mentioned the need for versatile and multi-purpose 
production facil~ties to process perishable and/or seasonal products such as 
fruits and vegetables. 

Finance 

95. Some participants stressed the chronic lack of working capital. Mention 
was also made of the need for long-term financing for rehabilitation projects. 
High interest rates and inflation adversely affected the pe~!ormance of most 
food-processing industries. Another difficulty faced was the inability to 
provide collateral in addition to meeting debt equity ratio requirements of 
banks. 

96. One participant undtrlined the ne~d to recognize that ~anks and entre
preneurs should be considered as partners in a venture. In that partnership, 
due care had to be taken to select an appropriate financing scheme that would 
ensure the viability of an enterprise. 

97. Some participants highlighted the importance of the technical advisory 
services that banks offered to enterprises. 

98. In negotiating a financial package, attention must be given to ensuring 
an adequate grace period, taking into account the start-up time of the project. 

99. One participant expressed the need for the strict surveillance of allo
cated funds so as to prevent their possible misuse. Another p:uticipant added 
that government price controls adversely affected the profitability of the 
food-processing industry. 
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Training 

100. It was generally felt that there was a need for at least three different 
types of training to allow African countries to operate their industrial enter
prises more efficiently. The first type would train top managers in corporate 
strategy and the medium- and long-term development of enterprises. 

101. The second type ::>f training would focus on the selection and financial 
evaluation of potential rehabilitation projects. Such training was relevant 
not only for the enterprises but also for the ministries of industry in the 
countries concerned. 

102. Throughout the discussions in the working group, emphasis was placed 
on the importance of the technical aspects of rehabilitation, from preventive 
111aintenance anJ quality control to the management of spare parts. Thos.;: 
technical aspects would be covered in the third type of training, which would 
also offer seminars to improve the negotiating skills of top ~anagement and 
government officials. 

103. One participant expressed the view that co111nercialization was easier to 
discuss than to put into practice. Weak buying power and the small size of an 
enterprise were problems in that regard. There was little or no money for 
marketing or promoting a product. 

104. Another participant pointed out that there w~s a difference between 
training fnr upper level managers and that for workers. 

105. One participant expressed the view that financial institutions had often 
underestimated the importance of marketing. He said that if an enterprise 
failed it was sometimes due to a lack of attention to marketing. 

106. The same participant stressed that it was essential to produce only that 
which could be sold. Therefore it was important to ascertain where there was 
a market. A project must be assesoed in that way before implem~ntation. He 
went on to say that competitive marketing was necessary. 

107. Another participant said that production should first meet local n~eds; 
any surplus could then be considered for export. Giving priority to exports 
could lead to shortages of food products for everyday consumption at the 
national level, which would undoubtedly give rise to social troubles. The 
same participant stressed the importance of improving the quality of products 
both for local consumption and for export and urged African Governments to 
double their efforts to produce more in order to achieve food self-sufficiency, 
which was one of the priority objectives in Africa. 

108. Some participants stressed that it was difficult to reach particular 
markets and indicated that in-depth knowledge of the market was an important 
factor for market penetration. Intermediaries between developing and developed 
countries could facilitate access to new markets. 

109. Some participants pointed out that as fr.tr as Afrir:an enterprises were 
~nn~erncd, marketing strategies were often lacking. Not enough attention was 
paid to distribution channels. 

llO. A few participants raised issues related to imports, su.:h as unfair 
competition, undercharging, dumping and the low quality of products from 
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abroad. The lack of reliable data made it difficult to know the true value 
and volume of imported products. 

111. Another participant pointed out that the lack of up-to-date statistirs 
and the ambiguity of some import tariffs made it difficult to get a good 
picture of existing market shares. He underlined the need to establish data 
banks in all sectors where reliable information could be found. 

112. One participant emphasized the importance of hygiene, which was lacking 
in many food-processing enterprises. He said that led customers to distrust 
the quality. 

113. Many participants agreed trat there was excessive protectionism, which 
often had an adverse nffect on quality. It was agreed that rigorous control 
could be one means ot solving the problem. 

114. A few participants underlined the importance of product image and 
marketing, including processing and packaging. It was pointed out by one 
participant that local products were generally sold at controlled prices, 
whereas imported products often provided retailers with higher margins. The 
image of a product depended on its packaging; presentation created identity. 
That was often dealt with too late by African countries. He also drew atten
tion to "invisible" coomercial barriers. He pointed out that European legisla
tion was fundamentally aimed at the protection of consumers and expressed the 
view that a better image could be achieved for African products by placing 
greater emphasis on quality and packaging. 

115. A few participants drew attention to the financing infrastructure, which 
they believed to be particularly important in the agro-industry. 

116. Many participants recognized the importance of energy. One participant 
said that water should be considered at the same time as electricity and gas 
were being corsidered as it was widely used, particularly in meat processing. 
However, th~ main problems with water related to its quality: it was often 
untreated and contained deposits that led to higher energy consumption and 
poor performance of the equ:pment. 

117. For countries without fossil fuel, electricity was a big problem. Energy 
costs could account for as much as 25 per cent of production costs, and at the 
enterprise level, energy-saving measures were urgently required. The partici
pant went on to say that transport also presented problems. The costs of sea 
and air transport were too high for some developing countries. They were 
regulated by agreements and depended inversely on the volume of trade, which 
was greater in the North-South dhection than in the South-North rlirection. 

118. One participant pointed out that there needed to be a link between 
rehabilitatlun and restructuring policies. 

119. One participant raised the question of solar energy as an alternative to 
electricity. However, other participants expressed reservations about sol"r 
energy, pointing out that th~ tedmnlogy w;is still ;it ;in experimental str1g·~ 

for industrial applications. 
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IV. REPORT OF THE DISCUSSION ON ISSUE 2: NATIONAL POLICIES AND SUPPORT 
ACTION FOR INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING FOR THE LONG-TERM PROFITABILITY OF 

THE FOOD-PROCES~ING INDUSTRY IN AFRICA: INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION 
AND FINANCING FOR INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING IN AFRICA 

Policy 

120. It was noted that, owing to low capacity utilization, there was a need 
for formuiating and implementing comprehensive strategies and policies for 
industrial reh2hilitation, particularly in the food-processir.g sector. In 
the formulation of that policy, all components, including forward and back
ward linkages, should be taken into consideration, starting with inputs to 
agriculture, agricultural production as raw material, industrial processing 
and the storage of ~aw materials and ending with final products, marketin~ 
and distribution, including a realistic assessment of the demand. The inter
dependence between agriculture and industry was widely acknowledged and 
required harmonization between agricultural and industrial policies. The 
local production of raw materials was needed to secure a regular and reliable 
supply of inputs to food-processing plants; however, those inputs should not 
endanger the food supply of the rural population, which carried out subsis
tence farming. 

121. Limits to liberalization and privatization should be established. The 
pace of implementation should dep~nd on the prevailing conditions in each 
country. 

122. It was thought important to grant limited protection to nascent enter
prises to enable them to build up strength gradually. However, unlimited 
protection led to inefficiency and uncompetitive enterprises, so a time limit 
was desirable. 

123. A number of participants spoke of the need for more transparency in 
management and said that the legislation surrow1ding the running of such 
enterprises should be updated to facilitate transparency. 

124. It was recognized that managers needed to be selected on the basis of 
their qualifications. They required clear instructions as to the objectives 
of the enterprise that they were to manage. They should also be able to 
exer.ute their responsibilities freely, receive reasonable remuneration and be 
made fully accountable for their work. 

125. Some participants underlined th~ importance to be attached to the selec
t ion of members of hoards of di rectors. Board members sho11 lr1 hf? ler.hnor.rats, 
represent different disciplines of Pdevance to the production of the enter
prise and have experience in industry. Moreover, the managing director 
appointed by the appropriate government authority should report to the board 
of directors only. 

126. While contracts with outside management to lake over the running of a 
public enterprise were one means of solving problems, such <".Ontracts neederl 
lo guarantee lhe training of lor:;.il personnel for the eventual lake-over of 
llH· l"ntP.rprise. Training abroad w.:ts •:onsirlererl essential for $ltaff at Liu! 
mmwgement ancl supervisory levels. 
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Technol_ogy 

i27. The selection of technology was an important element in establishing a 
plant since it determined to a great extent the plant's long-term profit.ability 
and viability. While there was a full choice of technology when equipment was 
purchased by international bidding, the choice was to some extent limited in 
cases of bilateral assistance agreements. Only previously tested and well
proven technology should be accepted if the target set for the enterprise was 
~o be reached. 

128. In an7 case, the acquisition of technology agreement should provide for 
the training of staff by the supplier of the equipment, even before it had 
been installed. Such training might include time spent with the supplier in 
the supplier's country. Practical training in the daily operation of thP 
plant was of major importance for its smooth functioning. 

129. Some participants stressed the need for an initial and continuous supply 
of spare parts and for adequate amounts of working capital for that purpose. 

130. It was felt that industrial rehabilitation raised special issues with 
regard to the choice of technology where working machinery already existed and 
the task was to integrate new machinery or technology. It was felt that any 
technological change introduced should be compatible with existing equipment. 
The choice of technology should be based on a thorough diagnostic st~dy, 
including an assessment of the level of technology required, taking into 
accoWlt the availability of local technology. 

131. It was considered useful for entrepreneurs and managers to receive 
advice on the choice of technology from local groups such as research 
institutes and chamuers of commerce. 

132. Joint ventures were considered an extremely valuable mechanism for the 
transfer of technology. 

133. All participants agreed that the securing of financial support was a 
major problem in the rehabilitation process. In particular, they emphasized 
that a lack of working capital had led many enterprises into serious difficul
ties. Io addition, many enterprises had ha~ too great a burden of debt in 
relation to equity. 

134. Another problem was the cost of financing, which was high because of 
high interest rates. It was generally recognized that interest rates had 
tended to be too high in African countries, and some participants stressed 
the need for them to he liberalized anrt to approach market rates. Tlrnt woulc! 
fa~ilitate the availability of funds for rehabilitation. 

13"1. Yet another issue was foreign exchange risk. Many enterprises with 
loans in foreign currencies had been thrown into financial difficulties by 
unfavourable changes in exchange rates. 

IJ6. Note was taken of various schem~s. for ~xampl@ in France and Moroccn, 
when~by some private institutions acted as additional guaranton· of loans 
given mainly to small- and medium-scale enterprises. For larger enterprises 
in Afri~a, thAt risk had usualJy been taken hy ~overnments. 
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lnf ras .t ru~ t ure 

IJi. All pdrt~cipants agreed that adequate infrastructural support was essen
tial for successful rehabilitation. The poor condition of many roads in Africa 
was mentioned, especially roads connecting factories in rural areas. That had 
led to increa~.ed transport and distribution costs and thus higher product 
prices. further decreasing the competitiveness of African products. It also 
appeared that, for whatever reasons, the initial decisions on the location of 
enterprises had been flawed with re~pect lo the cost of transportation of pro
ducts to and from the factories. 

138. The irregularity and wtreliability of power supplies had hindered 
production and c0111Dunication. Communication systems, particularly telephone 
systems, had also been inadequate. 

139. Difficulties in ensuring adequate water supplies had also been an 
obstacle for efficient production. 

140. A special concern was facilities for storing raw materials as well 
as manufactured products. Adequate storage facilities were particularly 
important in food-processing industries owing to the seasonality of the 
~aw materials. Inadequate storage facilities had led to large amounts of 
spoilage. Post-harvest losses were c011111on. In .nany cases silos had been 
installed without the requisite accessories by the suppliers. 

141. The participants were unanimous in calling for more adequate attention 
to be given to standardization, quality control and assurance. Many countries 
did not have standards that were recognized at the domestic or international 
lP.vel, or any standards at all. Quality control, i.e. testing laboratories at 
either the enterprise or the national level, was the exception rather than the 
rule. Thus, locally process~d products had often not been of acceptable inter
national hygienic standards. That had limited the export possibilities of many 
countries. 

142. Some participants emphasized that in the prov1s1on of adequate physical 
as well as institutional infrastructures, the State had an important and con
tinuing role to play. However, there were also possibilities for the private 
sector to co-operate with the State in that area. 

143. The issue of research and development, especially with regard to the 
transfer, adaptation and selectio~ of technology appropriate fer African 
conditions, was debated at length. Many participants pointed out that the 
inability to handle imported technology had heen a major reason for the 
breakdown of mar.hinery, the need f.,r spare parts. the lack of preventive 
maintenance and, ultimately, the need for rehabilitation. It was felt that 
domestic research and development institutions could play a pivotal role. 
Domestic research and development institutions could, if appropriately alll~d 
with industry, adapt improved ter.hnology to lor.al r.onditions, advise on the 
selection of appropriate technology and machinery and undertake research to 
promote the utilization of locally available and/or grown raw materials. It 
wa~ also considered important to support technologir.al efforts by developing 
~ more adequate capability in national engineering consultancy services. 

144. Jn all the above, Governments should play a major supporting role. 
The participants stressed that research and development for technological 
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adaptation and comnercialization should be nndertaken by local institutes 
rather than institutes in developed countries. 

145. The importance of creating an environment conducive to the rehabilita
tion of enterprises into profitable entities was acknowledged. That required 
a restructuring of the incentive systems for business enterprises, i.e. the 
tariffs and duties, company taxation, price controls and so on. It was impor
tant to give enterprises every incentive to become profitable on a long-term 
basis. That also required the responsible management of public financial 
policy and the judicious use of monetary policy. 

146. A government policy was also necessary to mitigate the adverse effects 
of the dumping of artificially wider-priced imported goods, which had posed 
unfair competition for struggling A~rican enterprises. 

147. It was also felt that many Governments had not developed policies 
conducive to the rehabilitation of ailing enterprises, particularly in the 
public sector. 

148. The fact that responsibility for agro-industries often lay with both 
a ministry of industry and a ministry of agriculture had sometimes led the 
ministries to vie for the same client. It also meant that there was often 
no clear policy towards ~gro-industry and its rehabilitation. 

149. The participants stressed the crucial importance of nationa~. regional 
and interregional co-operation in the context of rehabilitation. Training, 
particularly specialized training, was inadequate in many cowitries. National, 
subregional and regional training institutes could provide training that could 
not be offered by individual enterprises because of the costs and specialized 
nature. 

150. It was felt that research and development to adapt technology to local 
conditions was essential but costly. In that regard the participants agreed 
that the pooling of resources on a subregional and/or regional basis would be 
more economical and lead to the greater dissemination of results and transfer 
of technology, especially to smaller countries. 

151. It was further felt important that such .-esearch and development should 
at all ~imes be linked to co11111ercial entP.rprises as well as to the national 
educaLion system. 

152. The participants underlir.ed the need for an extensive network of in!or·ma
tion on inputs, suppliers of components anrl spare p~rts, so11rces of appr0priate 
technology, market development, packaging and so on. International co-operation 
would be clearly advantageous. 

153. As a result of the small size of the markets in many African countries, 
intra-African trade would be a valuable means of stim11lating exports and henre 
increttsing capacity uti li?:ation. 

1~4. Many participants stressed the need lo l1armonize national economic 
policies to provide a conducive environment for food-processing enterprises 
and to avoid the dumping of cheap imports to the detriment of local agrn
industrial enterprises. 
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